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strategy used two 49-rule fuzzy logic controllers (FLCs)
to determine the reference value for active power needed
to inject into the grid. Besides, according to [6, 7], gridconnected PV systems with the battery bank have been
utilized to regulate the grid frequency. Nevertheless, the
common drawback of most these studies is that the stateof-charge (SOC) of battery bank has not been regulated in
the safe range of [0.2 0.8] to ensure durability of battery.
On the other hand, a grid frequency control technique
based on power curtailment using the Newton quadratic
interpolation (NQI) for the PV grid-connected system
without energy storage has been presented in [8]. The
technique utilizes fairly many calculation steps to force
PV arrays to operate exactly according to the reference
power value. This may reduce the response speed of the
technique. Referring in [9], a double-layer capacitor and a
proportional controller for grid-connected PV system
have been used to regulate grid frequency. The control
method has not only the pretty simple structure but also
good performances. However, effects of AC-system load
in the grid have not yet been considered in the study.
Motivated by the above observation, in this paper, the
proposed control strategy for three-phase grid-connected
PV system with a battery bank to support grid-frequency
regulation has three main objectives as follows.
i. The output active power from the PV system
delivered to the grid is adjusted suitably to ensure
the grid frequency in tolerable ranges. In this study,
two acceptable ranges for frequency deviation are
±0.2 Hz in transient state and ±0.1 Hz at steady state,
where the nominal grid frequency is 60 Hz.
ii. As well, SOC of battery bank is always kept in the
safe range of [0.2 0.8] to ensure durability of the
battery bank. Moreover, at the steady state, SOC of
battery bank is regulated to the value of 0.5.
iii. The grid-frequency deviation is also controlled to be
always in the tolerable ranges above in both the
transient state and steady state even if the solar
radiation or AC-system load unexpectedly fluctuates.
To fulfill the goals listed above, the proposed control
strategy is designed with three major modules. In detail,
the first module uses the mathematical model of PV panel,
measured values of solar radiation and air temperature to
predict relatively the maximum total power of four PV
arrays; then, the second one uses the measured value of

Abstract—This paper presents a control strategy based on
fuzzy logic to inject efficiently the active power from a
three-phase grid-connected photovoltaic (PV) system into
the local grid with supporting regulation for the frequency
of grid voltage. In which the control strategy consists of
three main modules as follows. Firstly, a simulation module
based on the mathematical model of a PV panel is utilized to
predict the maximum total power from PV arrays; the
second one is a frequency regulation module used to
compute a proper reference value for the output active
power; and the last is a coordinated main controller for
power-electronic converters and battery charger to deliver
active power to the grid exactly according to the reference
value computed beforehand. Especially in the frequency
regulation module, a unique fuzzy logic controller (FLC) is
designed to help determine accurately the reference value of
active power. Besides, a control method for state-of-charge
(SOC) of battery bank is also introduced. Simulations show
the suggested control strategy has good performances in
supplying suitably the active power to grid with regulating
the grid frequency in acceptable ranges, even when the solar
radiation or AC-system load suddenly changes. Also,
effectiveness in regulating grid frequency of the proposed
control strategy is compared with the conventional strategy
using full maximum power point tracking (MPPT) mode.
Index Terms—grid-connected PV system, grid-frequency
regulation, coordinated control, battery state-of-charge
control, fuzzy logic, MPPT, multi-string PV array, per-unit

I.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, for environmental preservation purpose,
grid-connected PV systems have been widely utilized to
deliver active power to the electric grid. However, many
grid-connected PV systems integrated in the local grid
may cause the frequency deviation of grid voltage to
exceed much over the acceptable range of ±0.2 Hz. So the
grid-frequency regulation issue in a local grid with high
penetration grid-connected PV systems should be
considered to resolve thoroughly. In fact, this is currently
an interesting research theme for many scholars [1]-[9].
In [2]-[5], a coordinated control based on fuzzy logic
for PV-diesel hybrid systems without the battery bank has
been introduced to regulate the grid frequency. This
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grid frequency and the predicted total energy capacity of
the PV arrays and battery bank to determine a suitable
reference value for the output active power; and finally,
the third module coordinately controls all the powerelectronic converters and battery charger to inject the
active power into the grid exactly according to the desired
value computed beforehand by the second module.
Especially, in the suggested strategy of this study, a new
FLC is developed to implement into the second module,
and a unique control algorithm used for regulating SOC
of battery bank is also proposed in the third module.
II.

Figure 2. The diagram of speed governor for synchronous generator

According to [12], [13], the multi-string PV converter
topology has advantages as: high-energy yield because of
separate MPPT algorithm, installment cost reduction,
optimal monitoring of PV system and much compatibility
for large-scale PV grid-connected systems. Indeed,
commercial products based on the multi-string converter
topology for PV system have been introduced fairly
popular. In this study, the multi-string converter topology
is applied in the illustrative PV system as shown in Fig. 1.

DEMONSTRATIVE GRID-CONNECTED PV SYSTEM
WITH MULTI-STRING PV ARRAY TOPOLOGY

A. System Description
The demonstrative grid-connected PV system and the
proposed control strategy are shown in Fig. 1. Wherein,
there are four strings of PV arrays where each string has
the nominal power of 2.5kW. And the DC-DC converter
used for each 2.5kW PV string can be chosen as the noninverting buck-boost converter as presented in [10, 11].
The battery bank can supply or absorb power via the
bidirectional charger based on a half-bridge buck-book
converter [6, 7]. Then, output power is delivered to the
three-phase AC bus via a DC-AC inverter. For study
about the grid-frequency deviation, the local grid can be
modeled as a synchronous generator, including the speed
governor as shown in Fig. 2 and [3, 4, 8], and a system
AC-system load is connected to the three-phase AC bus.

B. PV Panel Model
According to [1, 10], the one-diode equivalent model
of a PV panel is expressed in Fig. 3 and (1).

Figure 3. The equivalent circuit for a PV panel.
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IS is the photoelectric current related to the solar
radiation; IO is the saturation diode current; ISC,n and VOC,n
are the short-circuit current and the open-circuit voltage
of the PV panel at the nominal condition, respectively; q
is the electric charge, 1.602×10-19; a is the diode ideality
constant and its value is in the interval [1 2]; k is the
Boltzmann's constant, 1.381×10-23 (J/K); Eg is the energy
gap of the material used to make the solar cell, 1.12 (eV);
kT is the temperature coefficient, 0.075 (%/K); NS and NP
are the number of solar cells in series and parallel
respectively in the PV panel; GSo and Gn = 1000 (W/m2),
are the solar irradiance at the operating condition and
nominal condition, respectively; TCell and Tn = 298 (K),
are the absolute temperatures of the solar cell at the
operating condition and nominal condition, respectively.

Figure 1. The demonstrative grid-connected PV system in this study

From the measured values of solar radiation, air
temperature, grid frequency and SOC of battery bank, the
proposed fuzzy-based strategy will generate the control
signals (labeled with the asterisk) for the four DC-DC
converters connected with PV strings, the bidirectional
DC-DC battery charger and the DC-AC inverter.
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III.

The PROPOSED FUZZY-BASED CONTROL
STRATEGY

pre
mes
(k )  TAir
(k )  ( NOCT  20) 
TCell

The structure of the proposed fuzzy-based strategy is
illustrated in Fig. 4. Wherein, the coordinated main
controller uses the predicted maximum power value from
PV arrays simulated by the prediction module and the
measured SOC of the battery bank to calculate the
maximum total power capacity. Meanwhile, the proposed
FLC determines the adjustable value ∆βpre (k) for
updating the reference value for active power β*(k) from
the desired value and measured value of grid frequency.
Then, the active-power reference value needed to inject
into the grid will be computed according to (9) and (10).
Finally, the coordinated controller module controls
suitably the DC-DC converter at each PV string,
bidirectional DC-DC battery charger and three-phase DCAC inverter to deliver the output power according to the
reference value.

mes
(k )
GSo
800

(4)

From the measured value of solar radiation using
sensor and the PV cell temperature estimated in (4), the
output current of each PV panel can be computed by (1).
Then, Fig. 6 is modeled and implemented in computer
simulation to predict the maximum power of a PV panel.
Wherein, the mathematical model of non-inverting buckboost converter and the conventional MPPT method with
PI controller can be found in [10, 1]. Lastly, the predicted
maximum total power of all PV arrays will be computed
and sent to the coordinated main controller (the third
module of proposed strategy) as shown in Fig. 4 and Fig.
5.

Figure 6. Structure for implementing MPPT algorithm for PV panel

TABLE I.

NOMINAL PARAMETER VALUES OF THE 250W PV PANEL

Parameter

Figure 4. Structure of the proposed control strategy with three modules

A.

The Prediction Module (The First Module)
The detailed structure of the prediction module (the
first module of the proposed control strategy) is presented
in Fig. 5. Wherein, the mathematical model of each
PV panel is based on (1)-(3), and the manufacturing
parameter values of PV panel are provided by Table I.

Symbol

PPmax

Maximum output power (nominal)
Voltage at the MPP
Current at the MPP
Open-circuit voltage
Short-circuit current
Number of cells in series, parallel

VMPP
IMPP
VOC
ISC
N S , NP

Number of PV panels of each PV
array (each string) in Fig. 1

NPV-panels

Value

250 W
30.4 V
8.23 A
38.1 V
8.91 A
60 , 1
10
(10 x 250W =
2.5 kW /array)

B. Design Steps of the Coordinated Main Controller
with Regulating SOC of Battery Bank (The Third
Module)
Step 1: Firstly, all parameters are converted to per-unit
(p.u) values to simply the design process of the proposed
strategy [16]. Per-unit values labeled as β are given in (5).
rated
 rated
PBat
rated

 0.8
;
P
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10

Bat
 PV
rated
PPV


*
pre
  pre (k )  PPV (k ) ;  * (k )  PPV  Sys (k )
PV
rated
rated

PPV
PPV


Step 2: The power supply and absorption capacity of
the battery bank is calculated by (6) and (7), respectively.

Figure 5. The detailed scheme of the prediction module

According to [14], [15], using the Nominal Operating
Cell Temperature (NOCT) coefficient, the temperature of
PV cell (inside PV panel) can be estimated from the
measured value of air temperature as follows:
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max
mes
0 , if SOCBat ( k )  SOCBat = 0.8
pre , absorb
(7)
 Bat
(k )  
max
mes
rated
  SOCBat ( k )  SOCBat    Bat , if else

MPPT mode; meanwhile, the 2nd, 3rd and 4th DCDC converters will be deactivated, and the battery
bank will be predicted to supply power.
e. Else ( 0%   (k ) < 25% ), we check two sub-cases:
max
mes
If SOCBat
: the DC-DC converter for the
(k ) < SOCBat

The predicted maximum total power capacity of the
four PV arrays and battery bank is expressed as (8).
pre,max
pre
pre, supply
 PV
(k )
 Bat ( k )   PV ( k )   Bat
mes
mes
mes
 PV
 Sys ( k  1)   PV ( k  1)   Bat ( k  1)

1st PV array will be controlled to operate with MPPT
mode; meanwhile, the 2nd, 3rd and 4th DC-DC
converters will be deactivated, and the battery bank
will be predicted to absorb power.
max
mes
: All the four DC-DC
If SOCBat
(k )  SOCBat

(8)
(9)

converters for PV arrays will be deactivated, and the
battery bank will be predicted to supply power.
Step 4: Measure the kth real total operating power of
mes
all PV arrays  PV
(k ) , and then compute the value
.
 SUB (k )
mes
(12)
(k )
SUB (k )   * (k ) -  PV

With the adjustable value ∆βpre(k) from Fig. 4 and Fig.
7, the k th reference value for active power is updated by
mes
pre
(k )
 * (k )   PV
 Sys ( k  1)  

(10)

pre,max
where its limitation is 0   * ( k )   PV
.
 Bat ( k )
Step 3: To determine the operation mode for each DCDC converter, a ratio value δ(k) is defined as follows:

  * (k ) 
 100%
pre
  PV (k ) 

 (k )  

Step 5: Determine the amount of active power should
be supplied or absorbed from battery bank and the
operation mode (supplying or absorbing) for the battery
bank. The detailed algorithm is given as below.
mes
a. If  * (k ) <  PV
( k ) , we check two sub-cases:

(11)

In this study, it is noted that PV strings are installed in
a not too-large area, so the predicted maximum power of
each PV string can be assumed to be equivalent together.
a. If  (k )  100% : All the DC-DC converters for PV
arrays will be controlled to operate with MPPT mode.
b. If 75%   (k ) <100% , we check two sub-cases:
mes
max
If SOCBat
: all the four DC-DC converters
(k ) < SOCBat

max
mes
If SOCBat
(k ) < SOCBat
 0.8 : the battery bank can
continue to absorb power; therefore, it will be
controlled to absorb power according to the reference
value for battery bank as follows.

*
(k )   SUB (k ) < 0
 Bat
pre, absorb
However, if  SUB (k )   Bat
(k ) , we reset as

for PV arrays will be controlled to operate with MPPT
mode; meanwhile, the battery bank will be predicted
to absorb power.
mes
max
If SOCBat
: the three DC-DC converters
(k )  SOCBat

*
pre, absorb
 Bat
(k ) =  Bat
(k )

(14)

mes
max
Else ( SOCBat
): The battery bank
(k )  SOCBat
cannot absorb any further power. So, in this case, the
battery bank will be controlled to operate in the
*
neutral mode:  Bat
(k ) = 0 .

for the 1st, 2nd and 3rd PV arrays will be controlled
to operate with MPPT mode; meanwhile, the 4th DCDC converter will be deactivated, and the battery
bank will be predicted to supply power.
c. If 50%   (k ) < 75% , we check two sub-cases:
mes
max : the three DC-DC converters for
If SOCBat
(k ) < SOCBat

mes
b. If  * ( k )   PV
( k ) , we check two sub-cases:
min
mes
If SOCBat
= 0.2 , the battery bank
(k )  SOCBat
cannot supply power any more. Thus, in this
condition, the battery bank will be controlled to
*
operate in the neutral mode:  Bat
(k ) = 0 .

the 1st, 2nd and 3rd PV arrays will be controlled to
operate with MPPT mode; meanwhile, the 4th DCDC converter will be deactivated, and the battery
bank will be predicted to absorb power.
mes
max : the two DC-DC converters
If SOCBat
( k )  SOCBat

min
mes
Else ( SOCBat
): the battery bank will
(k ) > SOCBat

for the 1st and 2nd PV arrays will be controlled to
operate with MPPT mode; meanwhile, the 3rd and 4th
DC-DC converters will be deactivated, and the battery
bank will be predicted to supply power.
d. If 25%   ( k) < 50% , we check two sub-cases:
max
mes
If SOCBat
: the two DC-DC converters
(k ) < SOCBat

be controlled to supply power.
*
(k )   SUB (k ) > 0
 Bat

(15)

pre, supply
However, if  SUB ( k ) >  Bat
( k ) , we reset as

pre, supply
*
( k ) =  Bat
(k )
 Bat

for the 1st and 2nd PV arrays will be controlled to
operate with MPPT mode; meanwhile, the 3rd and 4th
DC-DC converters will be deactivated, and the battery
bank will be predicted to absorb power.
mes
max
If SOCBat
: the DC-DC converter for
(k )  SOCBat

(16)

Step 6: At the steady state, if the frequency deviation
is in the range of [-0.075 0.075], the battery bank will be
priorly controlled to regulate its SOC to the value of 0.5.
The purpose of this step is to ensure the battery bank can
absorb/supply sufficiently energy as needed for next

the 1st PV array will be controlled to operate with
©2016 Journal of Automation and Control Engineering
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operation time. The detailed algorithm for regulating
SOC of battery bank is presented as below.
If Ef g (k )  0.075 , we check three sub-cases:
mes
If SOCBat
(k ) < 0.5 : The battery DC-DC charger
will be controlled to absorb power from PV arrays to
force SOC of the battery bank reach the value of 0.5.
mes
If SOCBat
(k ) > 0.5 : The battery DC-DC charger

Figure 8. The membership functions for the first FLC’s input.

will be controlled to inject power into the grid via the
DC-AC inverter to decrease SOC of the battery bank
to the desired value of 0.5.
mes
Else ( SOCBat
(k ) = 0.5 ): The battery bank will be
kept to operate in the neutral (rest) mode.
C.

Design Structure of the Proposed FLC Used in the
Frequency Regulation Module (The Second Module)
As shown in Fig. 7, the proposed FLC uses the error of
grid frequency Efg(k) (this value is also the frequency
deviation ∆fg in Fig. 2) and its derivative dEfg (k) as two
inputs to determine the adjustable value ∆βpre(k). Then,
∆βpre(k) will be utilized to update suitably the reference
value for active power β*(k) as expressed in (10).

Figure 9. The membership functions for the second FLC’s input.

Figure 10. The membership functions for the first FLC’s output.

The fuzzy associative matrix is described in Table II.
It has totally 7 × 7 = 49 rules, and each rule is represented
in the form “if…then…”. A sample rule is expressed as
“if Efg(k) is NL and dEfg(k) is PL then ∆βpre(k) is ZE”.

Figure 7. Design structure of the proposed FLC in the second module

Two Inputs:
The first input has seven linguistic variables and value
in the interval of [-0.3 0.3].

TABLE II. FUZZY ASSOCIATION RULES OF THE PROPOSED FLC

Efg(k) = {Negative Large, Negative Medium,
Negative Small, Zero, Positive Small,
Positive Medium, Positive Large}
= [NL, NM, NS, ZE, PS, PM, PL]
The second input has seven linguistic variables and
value in the interval of [-0.3 0.3].
dEfg(k) = {Negative Large, Negative Medium,
Negative Small, Zero, Positive Small,
Positive Medium, Positive Large}
= [NL, NM, NS, ZE, PS, PM, PL]
The fuzzy rules are developed according to the authors'
logical deduction based on experiences about the gridconnected PV systems, including the battery bank.
Additionally, in this paper, the fuzzy association rules
have been also checked with the trial-and-error method.

The Output: has nine linguistic variables and value in
the interval of [-0.4 0.4]
∆βpre(k) = {Negative Ultimate, Negative Large,
Negative Medium, Negative Small,
Zero, Positive Small, Positive Medium,
Positive Large, Positive Ultimate}
= [NU, NL, NM, NS, ZE, PS, PM, PL, PU]

IV.

Values for parameters of the demonstrative PV system
with the proposed control strategy in Matlab simulation
[17] are shown in Table III. Besides, the conventional
strategy based on full MPPT mode for the PV system will
be also simulated to evaluate efficacy of the suggested

Membership Functions:
The membership functions for the two inputs and
output of the proposed FLC are described in Fig. 8, Fig. 9
and Fig. 10, respectively.
©2016 Journal of Automation and Control Engineering
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and also in range of ±0.1 Hz at steady states. Meanwhile,
the frequency with the conventional strategy with full
MPPT mode (the blue-color dash line) exceeds the lower
limitation of -0.2 Hz in the time period t = [0.4s 1.2s] and
has pretty large oscillation at the steady states. Lastly, if
without the energy compensation provided by the gridconnected PV system, the frequency deviation (the blackcolor dash-dot line) becomes to be very large.
Moreover, as shown in Fig. 11(b), the actual total
active power injected into the grid is controlled exactly
according to the reference value computed in advance by
the proposed control strategy. Besides, the battery bank is
controlled to supply power in about the two periods t =
[0s 2s] and t = [23.5s 28s], and to absorb energy in about
the two periods t = [2s 5s] and t = [22.3s 23.5s] (when
the AC-system load is unexpectedly decreased of 40%) as
illustrated in Fig. 11(c). The proper operation of battery
bank using the proposed control strategy actually helps
reduce efficiently the grid-frequency deviation.

fuzzy-based strategy. It is noted that, in the conventional
strategy based on full MPPT mode, all the power
obtained from PV arrays is delivered to the grid.
TABLE III. PARAMETER VALUES USED IN MATLAB SIMULATION
Parameter values of the speed governor (in Fig. 2):
Ki = 9.5 ; R = 0.1 ; Tg = 0.2 ; TT = 0.5 ; M = 4 ; Ki = 0.4
Parameter values of the proposed FLC (in Fig. 7):
g1 = 0.35 ; max-min fuzzy inference ; centroid defuzzification
Sampling time for generating control signal: Ts_control = 0.05s

A. Case 1: AC-System Load is Decreased of 40% at the
Time t = 22 s, and Solar Radiation is Constant
Results obtained for this case are illustrated in Fig. 11,
including the three sub-parts (a), (b) and (c). In detail,
according to Fig. 11(a), the frequency deviation with the
proposed control strategy (the red-color solid line) is
always much smaller than the other ones. In fact, it is
regulated strictly in range of ±0.2 Hz in transient states

(a) Grid frequency deviation in Case 1

(b) Active power injected into grid with the proposed fuzzy-based control strategy in Case 1

(c) SOC of the battery bank with the proposed fuzzy-based control strategy in Case 1
Figure 11. Simulation results in Case 1 where the AC-system load is decreased suddenly of 40% at the time t = 22 (s)

B. Case 2: Solar Radiation Decreases of 40% at the
Time t = 22 s, and AC-System Load is Invariant
In this operation condition, results are illustrated in Fig.
12, including three sub-parts (a), (b) and (c). In detail, as
presented in Fig. 12(a), the frequency deviation with the
©2016 Journal of Automation and Control Engineering
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proposed control strategy (the red-color solid line) is
always fairly much smaller than the other response with
the conventional strategy using full MPPT mode (the
blue-color dash line). Obviously, the response with the
proposed control strategy has satisfied well for all the
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listed requirements for grid-frequency regulation.
Furthermore, as illustrated in Fig. 12(b), the actual
active power of PV system supplied to the grid is almost
equal to the reference value determined beforehand by
the suggested strategy. As well, the battery bank is also
controlled suitably to supply active power in about the

two periods t = [0s 2s] and t = [22.3s 23.5s] (when the
solar radiation decreases of 40%), and to absorb power in
about two periods t = [2s 5s] and t = [23.5s 28s], as seen
in Fig. 12(c). Besides, SOC of battery bank is always kept
in the safe range of [0.2 0.8] in all the operation time, and
is maintained at the desired value of 0.5 at steady states.

(a) Grid frequency deviation in Case 2

(b) Active power injected into grid with the proposed fuzzy-based control strategy in Case 2

(c) SOC of the battery bank with the proposed fuzzy-based control strategy in Case 2
Figure 12. Simulation results in Case 2 where the solar radiation decreases abruptly of 40% at the time t = 22 (s)

V.

the grid frequency, as well as keeping SOC of the battery
bank to be in the safe range of [0.2 0.8] in all operation
time and close to the value of 0.5 at the steady state.
Furthermore, comparisons in simulation results,
obtained with the suggested control strategy, the
conventional strategy based on full MPPT mode and
another operation strategy without the PV power, has also
demonstrated clearly effectiveness of the presented
fuzzy-based strategy, especially when the solar radiation
or AC-system load varies abruptly and significantly.
In our next study, the designed method based on fuzzy
logic for the frequency regulation module will be
improved to boost significantly the efficacy. As well, an
efficient control strategy for the megawatt-class PV
energy farm, consisting of many 10kW three-phase gridconnected PV systems, will be also developed.

CONCLUSION

This paper has presented a fuzzy-based control strategy
with supporting grid-frequency regulation for a threephase grid-connected PV system, including battery bank.
In detail, the control strategy consists of a frequencyregulation module using a newly designed FLC to
determine the suitable reference value for the active
power; and then controls coordinately the four DC-DC
converters, bidirectional DC-DC battery charger and DCAC inverter to deliver the output active power to grid for
forcing the grid-frequency into the acceptable range of
±0.2 Hz in transient states and especially in the range of
±0.1 Hz at steady states. Simulations have shown the
advantages of the proposed control strategy not only in
injecting active power into the grid but also in regulating
©2016 Journal of Automation and Control Engineering
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